ENGLISH RESEARCH SEMINAR: What is it?

In the broadest terms, the English Research Seminar is an opportunity for our students (undergraduate and graduate) to have a brief but intense research experience with a well-respected scholar of English. The invited guest scholar serves as both a teacher (with at least one teaching session with selected students) and a lecturer (with one formal presentation to which all faculty and students are invited).

Readings are to be handed out in advance of the scholar's visit, the idea being that the more preparation involved, the more fruitful the teaching and the lecture will be for our students. The scholar models rigorous and exciting research and teaching methods, giving our students a lasting impression of what focused study in English can produce.

Lastly, the visiting scholar offers students a prime opportunity to make a connection with an important scholar who may be able to advise on matters of developing a career in English.

Thank you to the Redden Foundation for a generous grant enabling the English Research Seminar, the EIU Center for the Humanities for sponsoring Dr. Faubert’s Public Humanities Discussion, and the PBK Alumni Association for the Fall Lecture.

Welcome Teacher/Lecturer

Dr. Michelle Faubert

Dr. Michelle Faubert (Ph.D. University of Toronto) is Associate Professor of English, Film, and Theatre at the University of Manitoba. Her recent research and teaching have focused on studying the history of psychology (depression and melancholia), resurrecting the largely neglected role of suicide debates in the literature and culture of British and continental Romanticism, and reexamining the complex history of the transatlantic slave trade. Winner of multiple major research grants in England and in Canada, she has edited an authoritative critical edition of Mary Shelley’s *Mathilda* (Broadview Press, 2017).

ALL READINGS ARE AVAILABLE ELECTRONICALLY AND AS HARD COPIES.
Email Suzie Park at sapark@eiu.edu.
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In 1781, as the Zong slave ship journeyed from the Cape Coast of Africa to Jamaica, the owners of the ship threw overboard 133 slaves to their deaths—and all to collect insurance. In her evening lecture, Dr. Faubert shares her real-life story of discovering a letter on the Zong case written by key British abolitionist Granville Sharp. This is no ordinary letter. Having long been buried in the British Library, Sharp’s unknown fair-copy (or version intended for publication) demands that top officials charge the Liverpool-based slave-ship owners with murder. Dr. Faubert invites us to consider the central role of this major scholarly discovery, which documents a horrific event that turned the tide of public opinion about the injustice of slavery—in Britain and abroad.